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Juneau, Alaska

• Location: 3,000 square miles 
set in the Southeast Panhandle 
of Alaska in the Tongass 
National Rainforest.

• Population: 30,000

• State Capital accessible only by 
air or water

• Headquarters for Federal and 
State Agencies. 

• Tourism 

• Resource related industries 
(Fishing, mining, timber)

• School District Enrollment: 
5,100



Juneau Public School District

• JSD School District: 
5,100 students

• Three high schools

• Two middle schools

• Six elementary schools

• Population:

Ell  15%

Frl  18%

Caucasian  58%

Ak Native    23%

Other Ethnic 17%

Male  52%

Female  48%



“Without preparation, opportunities are only 

empty promises”
Alan Page, Minnesota Supreme Court Justice



College/Career Readiness

• What K - 12 Outreach Can Do
– Prepare high school students for college so they 

can begin at the introductory college level rather 
than at remedial levels.

– Clearly articulate college entrance requirements

– Encourage broader participation in AP courses

– Incorporate good study skills and time-
management skills into the high school curriculum

– Ensure that rigor of course work prepares 
students adequately for college work, particularly 
in math and science.

– Encourage all students to complete math through 
Algebra II.

(the CollegeKeys Compact, October 2007)



The Widening Gap (Mark Long UW)

• Almost 1/3 of incoming frosh are 

unprepared for college math

• HS course selection contribution (Alg 2 

showing largest gains in preparation)

• Students’ 8th grade test scores have 

larger effect on highest course taken and 

college readiness than any other 

characteristic.



Not an unfamiliar story…



UAS Information

• Full Time Students 
978

• Part Time Students 
1977

• Total 2955

• Alaska Native 
Students 465 (16%)

• First Time Freshman 
Retention 58.7%  / AK 
Native 51.7%



• An average of 152 UAS students each 

academic year reported they had attended a 

school in the Juneau School District, primarily 

from the Juneau-Douglas High School.

• About 41% of them are freshmen.

• Their average high school GPA is 2.89.

• Accuplacer placement test scores are 

predominately available since Fall 2010.

• 15.1% of the entering freshmen completed a 

degree or certificate.

Student Profile

Source: UA Decision Support Database, 1998 – Fall 2011



Initial UAS Math Course Placement

15.8%

37.6%29.3%

13.7%

3.6%

Initial Math Placement

MATH S054, Preparatory 
Mathematics (Remedial)

MATH S055, Fundamentals of 
Algebra (Remedial)

MATH S105, Intermediate 
Algebra (AA-level GER)

MATH S107, College Algebra

MATH S108, Trigonometry

Source: UA Decision Support Database, 1998 – Fall 2011



Success Rates in Remedial Math

19.1%

58.0%

22.9%

MATH S054 Success Rates

Stasis

Successful

Unsuccessful 20.2%

54.6%

25.2%

MATH S055 Success Rates

Stasis

Successful

Unsuccessful

Source: UA Decision Support Database, 1998 – Fall 2011



So why the widening gap?

• Professor Joseph Ganem at Loyola

• Disconnect between high school and 

college curricula

• Teaching matrix inversion and 

complicated trig identities to ―advanced‖ 

students 

• Ganem sees three major problems…



1. Confusing Difficulty with Rigor

• Pre-college curricula pushing ever more 

difficult problems before fundamentals 

mastered—creating reliance on teacher

• Rigor defined: ―Scrupulous or inflexible 

accuracy‖

• Rigor best obtained by learning age-

appropriate concepts and techniques 

(K-12)



A look at Rigor



2. Mistaking Process for Understanding

• Memorizing algorithms without 

understanding why they work

• Using quadratic formula without 

understanding the formula comes from 

completing the square and how the 

―solution‖ tells you much more than an x 

value

• Recognition versus Understanding (I’ve 

seen that before, I don’t need to study)



3. Teaching Concepts that are 

Developmentally Inappropriate

• Walking not taught to 6 

month olds

• Reading not taught to 2 year 

olds

• Students at middle school 

age are going from concrete 

to abstract thinking, and 

some algebra and much 

higher math is VERY 

abstract



So what do we do at the HS level?

• There will always be… 

– the gifted kids

– hard working kids

– kids with great home support

But how do we gauge their College 

Readiness early enough?



PSAT

• All Juneau-Douglas High School and Thunder 

Mountain High School 10th graders took the 

PSAT in the Fall of 2008 financially supported by 

the University of Alaska System.

• AP Potential/Academic Achievement Celebration

• Interpretation of PSAT and Introduction of My 

College Quickstart to all 10th graders.



Accuplacer In All SE Alaska HighSchools

• Angoon

• Craig

• Haines

• Hoonah

• Hydaburg 

• Juneau

• Kake

• Ketchikan

• Metlakatla

• Mt. Edgecumbe

• Petersburg

• Sitka

• Skagway

• Wrangell

• Yakutat



Accuplacer Comparisons…

• 2012 Pre-Calc Accuplacer Results

• 44% of students (primarily juniors) 

placed into 105 or higher

• 2008 Algebra 2/Trig Accuplacer Results

• 80% of students (primarily sophomores) 

placed into 105 or higher

• 2008 cohort had done Summer Geo 

Bridge and looped with Alg1/Alg2



“The only difference between stumbling blocks and stepping 

stones is the way they are used.”

(anonymous)



Our Stepping Stones

• University of Alaska 
Southeast

• University of Alaska 
System

• Sealaska Heritage Institute

• Juneau-Douglas High 
School 

• Juneau School District

• Tlingit and Haida Central 
Council

• The College Board

• Goldbelt Corporation



Early Scholars Program
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Stronger Math Preparation 

• “more and more students are taking math and science in 
high school… in 1982 nearly 11% of Native American 
high school students had taken Algebra 2… by 2000, 
60%had taken this course…only 2.4% of Native American 
high school graduates had taken calculus… and 1.7% had 
taken AP Calculus compared to 4.7% of African 
Americans, 5.6% of Hispanics, 12.5% of whites, 24% 
Asians.” (Baco, 2005)



Rationale

1. To increase performance in mathematics of underrepresented 

students in high school math classes and on the State of 

Alaska Standards-Based Assessments.

2. To increase the qualified number of underrepresented students 

taking Algebra II/Trigonometry during their sophomore year 

enabling them to enter the AP Calculus “track”.

3. To prepare more underrepresented  students to enter college 

mathematics classes at non-remedial levels.

4. To retain more underrepresented students in math classes and 

in high school in the present and the future.



Geometry Bridge

• An accelerated 
Geometry Summer 
Class looping with 
Algebra II/Trig

Place-based lessons  
underrepresented 
students identified by 
their Algebra I 
teachers.



Results

• 22 out of the 24 students 

successfully completed the 

summer course and enrolled in 

Algebra II/Trig. 

• 1 student enrolled in Geometry 

and 1 student enrolled in 

Advanced Geometry in 10th 

grade.

• Daily attendance was 96% or 

better.



The Bridge to Somewhere

• NCTM and MAA Statement

• HS College Math Bridge (Rosenstein)

• Bridging Classroom to Culture

• Readiness Gaps (Mark Long UW)

• University of Alaska Southeast Data

• Juneau School District Preparation

• The Widening Gap (J Ganem PhD)

• Perspectives and Proposals



Lots of Bridges Built, but to Where?

• We speak of the 

geometry bridge 

in Juneau

• Bridge between 

HS and College

• Before intro level 

college courses at 

UAF



NCTM and MAA Statement (2012)

• …the ultimate goal of K-12 mathematics 

curriculum should not be to get students 

into and through a course in calculus by 

twelfth grade but to have established 

the math foundation that will enable 

students to pursue whatever course of 

study interests them when they get to 

college.‖



Rosenstein: Bridging the Gap

• Teacher of college Calculus course

• 82% of his students had h.s. calc

• 23% of his students got C or worse

• Issue wasn’t misunderstanding Calculus 

concepts, but with little aptitude in 

arithmetic and algebra



Rosenstein

Aptitude in algebra also means 

understanding the mathematics that 

underlies the rules

Taking the time to discuss errors in class 

individually with students rather than 

just marking tests.  Personalization. 



Rosenstein

• Taking the time to help students 

develop multiple perspectives, with 

idea of function, as an equation, a rule, 

a table, as in ―input-output‖ machine.

• Being able to see the modeling aspect 

of the mathematics—the real world 

application



Culturally Place Based 

Mathematics
(with mathematical modeling in mind…)

For Sealaska Heritage Institute

Juneau, AK



Sitka Place Names

 Sitka Tribe had a 

site that had active 

links to the Tlingit 

pronunciation and 

meaning



Where?

• By clicking on 

Gajaa Heen Wat,  

you were led to the 

Tlingit 

pronunciation and 

the English 

translation, “the 

area around 

Starrigavin River”



What?

• What stories/legends take place in the 

area?

• What resources are in the area?

• What other animals, plants, landscape 

can be found?



• Battle at Old Sitka Rocks 

occurred near there--other 

stories from Elders might be 

more directional to unit

• Salmon stream, 

herring spawn, 

berries, water, forest, 

devil’s club, skunk 

cabbage

• Bear, porcupine, deer, 

kelp, ducks, etc



The Elder’s Story that Links the Place 

to the Concept

• For example, since the meaning is “the area 

around Starrigavin River,” maybe the emphasis 

will be on the abundant herring spawn that 

occurs there each spring.

• If so...



Linking Place and Story to GLE

• …then you want to focus on a Grade Level 

Expectation that “fits” somehow. 

• When I think of herring, I think of thousands and 

thousands of fish, and millions and millions of eggs.

• Great place to investigate scientific notation, 

percentages…or even linear equations 



Determining Weight from Length 

of Halibut

The lesson also  includes a link to the 

story of the The Big Halibut…a story 

about how the Queen Charlotte Islands 

came to be…

here click 

http://www.jsd.k12.ak.us/~thompsot/PlaceBased/halibut/Another%20Big%20Fish%20story2.html


• JDHS students and an investigation of coho 

salmon and the story of Kaaksateen



• A colorful look at the story of The Big Halibut and an 
investigation of the length versus weight data and 
mathematical model.



Blueberries, trees, beavers and devil’s club were all 

part of the project as chosen by each group of 

students.



Some books used to find stories…

• Tlingit Stories

• How the Loon Lost 
Her Voice

• Lazy Boy

• How Raven Freed 
the Moon

• Raven Goes Berry 
Picking

• The Seal Oil Lamp

• As My Grandfather Told 

It

• Heroes and 

Heroines/Tlingit Haida

• Haa Shuka

• Raven Tales



Juneau School District Math Prep

Students as early as 7th grade taking Algebra 1

AVID program ―requiring‖ 8th graders to be in Alg 1

Honors Geometry offered at 8th and 9th grades

Honors Algebra 2/Trig offered at 9th and 10th

Honors Pre-Calc at 10th and 11th

AP Calc (AB and BC) as early as 10th grade

AP Statistics as early as 10th grade



Perspective and Proposal

• Place appropriately 

into middle school 

math, don’t just ―fill 

classes‖

• Place appropriately 

into high school 

math with 

recommendations 

and assessment



Perspective and Proposal

• Personalize the math

• Make connections



Perspective and Proposal

• Examine sequence

• Consider geometry 

placement

• Advocate for appro-

priate senior classes 

that will prep for 

college

• Call for dual 

enrollment in math 




